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For a long time we at Disability Speaks have unwaveringly demanded a NDIS levy. It
is the right answer.
If Prime Minister Gillard is prepared to assume 100% Federal funding responsibility
for NDIS she should be applauded if she delivers a wide ranging Disability Care
Australia levy in the May 2013 Federal Budget as todays press suggests.
If as the press suggests the funding plan also includes a serious audit of the National
Disability Pension (like the recent British audit version?) the applause will be
deafening. The Disability Pension scheme remains a joke and does not adequately
support the people it was primarily designed to care for while consuming massive
funding dollars that should have been long directed to disability services.
If such a NDIS levy is legislated before the September election the future of NDIS
can be assured. That could become Gillard's greatest legacy as PM.
It was a political faux-pas combined with a lack of genuine understanding of
disability history when the Federal Government refused to embrace an NDIS levy
following the release of the Australian Productivity Commission report in 2011.
Prime Minister Gillard showed poor judgement and a dearth of ticker with that call.
Full, long term, 100% Federal NDIS funding was stressed as essential by the
Productivity Commission to ensure NDIS would not be bastardised by State
Premiers avoiding their joint responsibilities. The history of state contribution to
disability support is universally appalling.
This Government missed the chance to deliver the best long term NDIS funding
platform by embracing a contribution from all Australians towards an essential NDIS
funding strategy that would have endured over time.
A simple 1% increase in the Medicare levy would have raised the $6.5 billion per
annum needed to fund NDIS. The 0.5% suggested in today’s press will not cover
100% funding
Daily Telegraph Story LINK
The 50/50 deal that Julia Gillard has attempted to foist on the states is little more than
a pathetic replay of Commonwealth/ State/ Territory Disability Agreement (CSTDA)

first launched in the early nineties that dismally failed people with disability virtually
from its inception.
Rumours escalating that the ALP may now deliver a NDIS levy should be
encouraged. While their motivation may be questionable Gillard must be applauded if
in the May Budget she finally faces up to NDIS necessity. Federal Budget
expenditure has rocked by $100 billion per annum since 2007 despite Federal income
only rising $70 Billion per annum. Such poor financial and budget management has
consigned NDIS to future systemic failure unless a levy is now introduced.
There is no other realistic NDIS funding option available. Funding that should have
been directed to NDIS has been wasted and now only a budgetary black hole remains.
Abbott while no doubt talking negatively about another great big "NDIS new tax"
would behind the facade almost be grateful as a 1% levy would fix the national
disability crisis and thus save him the problem of crushing or delaying the NDIS
program that he fully understands is so desperately needed. Abbott has no secret stash
of cash he will use to fund NDIS either. The Abbott plan to levy big business for paid
parental leave shows Abbott understands how beneficial a levy can be.
If however Gillard is intending to leave the states with the 50 % responsibility for
NDIS funding she has been promoting in recent times then she should file the idea of
a NDIS levy deeply in the bin. A flawed system is a flawed system and such a partial
levy would not fix the NDIS funding problem or guarantee the long term success of
NDIS.
Let's hope Gillard now delivers what's right for the 400,000 Australians with
disability.
This may well be the last chance for decades for all of us if she does not?
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LISA Comment: The original intention of the NDIS was to, (a) eliminate unmet
needs – the waiting list for all services, (b) provide entitlement, rather than the
traditional charity hand-out services which consider the consumer should feel grateful
and never, ever, complain and, (c) place the consumer at the centre of service
provision, with a service provider culture of real customer service. All this through a
percentage on the Medicare Levy, so people feel service entitlement like all do with
medical services.

The Productivity Commission saw, (a) little hope in making service providers on
block-funding, especially government direct, accountable to consumers and, (b) little
hope in selling additional Medicare Levy to most of the general community.
Therefore, their easiest option was to place some government general revenue in the
pocket of consumers, through ISPs. This way, the general public would not directly
feel the financial impact of NDIS, and consumers would have some leverage over
service providers.
With the massive budget deficit, Julia has decided to burn the candle at both ends by
saving on general revenue and run a watery shadow of the real NDIS through a
smaller than needed percentage on the Medicare Levy. A very much smaller than
needed percentage on the Medicare Levy will provide little more than a peanut NDIS.
Basically, little more than, more of that we have now – a little more than charity
hand-out from a different funding source.
Again we see people with disabilities, their families and carers remaining at the
bottom of the heap.

